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3.7.8
*
 Neutron Affinity and the CFP 

When neutrons are trapped in  a crystal by the neutron band mechanism and are in 

Cooper pair state, the neutrons may be in a state with an energy lower than that of  a 

state realized by beta decay of the whole neutrons. In this case, the trapped neutron can 

not decay and stays unchanged for ever except any other causes which destroy the 

stability. To use this idea for the cold fusion phenomenon, we have defined {¥it the 

neutron affinity} of lattice nuclei as follows. 

 

3.7.8.1 Definition of the Neutron Affinity of a Lattice Nucleus η 

Let us assume that the neutron Bloch wave transforms into a proton Bloch wave 

when it suffers a β-decay. Furthermore, let us estimate the stability of the neutron wave 

interacting with a nucleus AZX with a neutron affinity η defined by a following relation; 

   η ≡ – ( A+1ZM – A+1Z+1M)c2                                      (3.7.8.1) 

Here, c is the light speed in vacuum, AZM, in this case, is the mass of the nucleus with a 

mass number A and an atomic number Z composing the lattice nuclei.  

This definition tells us that the neutron affinity is a quantity expressing an energy 

difference of two nuclear states, one with an extra neutron and the other with an extra 

proton. The positive value of η means the former is in lower energy than the latter and 

is more stable. 

 

3.7.8.2 Neutron Affinity of Lattice Nuclei <η> 

For a crystal, we define the neutron affinity of the crystal <η> as an average of η 

over the lattice nuclei. Therefore, the neutron affinity of a crystal composed of an 

identical nucleus is the same to that for the nucleus. 

Furthermore, we may assume that when a neutron is trapped in a crystal with a 

positive neutron affinity η, then the neutron is stable against beta decay. 

We have calculated <η> for elements using their natural abundance to take an 

average and the result is tabulated in Table 3.7.8-1. 

 

It is interesting to notice that almost all materials used successfully in cold fusion 

experiments hitherto, e.g. C, Pd, Ti and Ni (bold typed in the Figure), have positive 

values of η (or <η>) while alkali metals used in electrolytes have negative values. This 

empirical rule may have real meaning in the occurrence of the cold fusion phenomenon. 

Other elements with positive values of the neutron affinity, e.g. N, Mg, Si. S, Cr, Fe, 

Zn, Mo, Pt, Hg, Pb, Th, may be used as a component of CF materials if they could 

occlude large amount of hydrogen isotopes. In reality, Romodanov et al. observed large 
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amount of tritium in high-current glow discharge experiments with Mo cathodes 

[Alekseev 1994, Romodanov 1996, 1998]. 

 

 

 

Table 3.7.8-1 Neutron Affinity of Elements <η> (MeV) defined by the relation (3.7.8.1) 

between two nuclear states interacting with neutron Bloch wave and with proton Bloch 

wave averaged over isotopes with natural abundance [Kozima 1998a (Table 12.1)].  

*The value for Li was calculated with an assumption 84Be = 2 42He because of the 

absence of 84Be in nature. 

 

 


